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The Hotel Brussels 

"A Peaceful Night's Sleep"

The Hotel Brussels offers an impressive night's stay. This four star hotel

has elegant decor and friendly service. All of the guestrooms have

fantastic views of Brussels. The restaurant Café d’Egmont is located in the

hotel and serves delicious European cuisine that is ideal for special

occasions. There is also a deluxe on-site spa that is perfect for pampering

yourself. Complimentary WiFi is offered throughout the hotel.

 +32 2 504 1111  www.thehotel-

brussels.be/

 book@thehotel.be  Boulevard de Waterloo 38,

Brussels

 by Casa Velas Hotel   

Steigenberger Grandhotel 

"Divine Luxury on Avenue Louise"

Inaugurated in 1993 and having undergone several refurbishments to

accentuate its convenient features, the Steigenberger Grandhotel lies on

the Avenue Louise, in the heart of Brussels' upscale shopping district.

Within walking distance you'll find the impressive Justitiepaleis/Palais de

Justice and the Bois de la Cambre, Brussels' wooded park. The hotel is as

classy as its environs, so expect the highest quality of service and

impeccably sophisticated rooms. There is also a cozy cocktail bar and a

large, well-equipped health center, the 'Aspria Avenue Louise,' with an

indoor swimming pool. The restaurant, Loui, is outstanding.

 +32 2 542 4242  www.steigenberger.com/en/hotels/

all-hotels/belgium/brussels/steigenb

erger-wiltchers

 avenue Louise 71, Brussels

 by Booking.com 

Hôtel Manos Premier 

"Charming Rooms"

Manos Premier Hotel offers travelers the character and charm of a private

Brussels' home. Located near Avenue Louise, the hotel exudes an

atmosphere of calm and refinement. Antique lovers will be especially

charmed by the numerous art objects and furniture which has been

collected by the hotel owners. Decorated with carved wood medallions,

crystal chandeliers and old paintings, the drawing rooms offer quiet

corners for guests to read or relax. There is a lovely garden at the back of

the hotel, all rooms have marble bathrooms, and the hotel offers guests

free internet services.

 +32 2 537 9682  www.manospremier.com/  stay@manospremier.com  chaussée de Charleroi 100,

Charlesroise Steenweg 100,

Saint-Gilles

http://www.flickr.com/photos/prayitnophotography/6969622538/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/brussels/105409-the-hotel-brussels
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hotelcasavelas/4173728872/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/brussels/105406-steigenberger-grandhotel
http://www.booking.com/hotel/be/manos-premier.html
https://cityseeker.com/brussels/115606-hôtel-manos-premier






 by Porto Bay Trade   

The Dominican 

"Boutique Hotel in Central Brussels"

Nestled within an old monastery, this boutique hotel has revamped the

building's elegance and established itself as a luxurious place to stay in

Brussels. The rooms are "New York style" with numerous amenities, such

as rainfall showers and quilted comforters, while the architecture of the

hotel itself contains majestic high-arched ceilings and a central courtyard.

Hospitality reaches perfection with the eager service offered to ensure

that your stay at The Dominican is memorable.

 +32 2 203 0808  www.thedominican.be/def

ault-en.html

 info@thedominican.carlton.

be

 Leopoldstraat 9, Brussels

 by Booking.com 

Hotel be Manos 

"Enjoy Your Stay in Cosmopolitan Luxury"

Positioned near the Midi train station, this old home turned boutique hotel

provides luxury with a modern edge. The interior is decorated with black,

white, and chrome with straight lines that gives the hotel a sleek,

cosmopolitan feel. If you're looking to rest in luxury at affordable prices in

an up and coming area, then be sure to stay at Hotel be Manos.

 +32 2 520 6565  yooma-brussels.com/  Square de l'Aviation 23, Brussels
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